GE-CT 18 Li Kit
Cordless Lawn Trimmer
Item No.: 3411170
Ident No.: 11034
Bar Code: 4006825588248
The GE-CT 18 Li Kit cordless grass trimmer is a powerful tool which helps you keep your lawn looking immaculate in those places which cannot be
reached by a lawn mover. With the new Power X-Change battery system from Einhell, the grass trimmer has an 18 V battery pack with 1.5 Ah for long
work sessions where there is no connection to the power grid. Thanks to the battery capacity indicator with three LEDs you can check the current
charge level at a glance.

Features
- Battery system - Power X-Change
- Battery charge level indicator with 3 LEDs
- Batteries can be used for other Power X-Change products
- System high-speed chargers included
- Infinitely adjustable second handle
- Telescopic long handle, infinitely adjustable
- Motor head rotateable +/- 90° for vertical surfac es + lawn edges
- Motor head can be tilted to 5 settings
- Flower guard
- Compartment for 20 blades integrated in second handle
- Incl. 20 plastic blades
- Soft grip

Technical Data
- Accumulator
- Max. running time
- Charging time
- Revolutions of knife
- Cutting width of knife
- Number of accumulators

18 V | 1500 mAh | Li-Ion
40 min
1/2h
8500 rpm
24 cm
1 Pieces

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

2.15 kg
3.77 kg
200 x 120 x 982 mm
4 Pieces
16.5 kg
1005 x 420 x 270 mm
900 | 1984 | 2232

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved
GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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Available as special accessories
Ersatzmesser-Set BG-CT 18 Li
Rasentrimmer-Zubehor
Item No.: 3405730
BarCode:4006825560404
Einhell Grey

18V 2,0 Ah Power-X-Change
Battery
Item No.: 4511395
Bar Code: 4006825610369
Einhell Accessory
18V 4,0 Ah Power-X-Change
Battery
Item No.: 4511396
Bar Code: 4006825610376
Einhell Accessory

